Abstract: Online reviews are an important source of opinion to measure products' quality. Hence, automated opinion mining is used to extract important features (aspect) and related comments (sentiment). Extraction of correct aspect-sentiment pairs is critical for overall outcome of opinion mining; however, current works still have limitations in terms of identifying special compound noun and parent-child relationship aspects in the extraction process. To address these problems, an aspect-sentiment pair extraction using the rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) model is proposed. The model consists of three main phases, such as compound noun lexicon generation, aspect-sentiment pair rule generation, and aspect-sentiment pair extraction. The combined approach of rules generated from training sentences and domain specific compound noun lexicon enable extraction of more aspects by firstly identifying special compound noun and parent-child aspects, which eventually contribute to more aspect-sentiment pair extraction. The experiment is conducted with the SemEval 2014 dataset to compare proposed and baseline models. Both ASPERC and its variant, ASPER, result higher in recall (28.58% and 22.55% each) compared to baseline and satisfactorily extract more aspect sentiment pairs. Lastly, the reasonable outcome of ASPER indicates applicability of rules to various domains.
Introduction
With the proliferation of the World Wide Web, the way people share and seek opinions has changed. Both customers and organizations can get freely available opinions expressed by people all around the world. Sites, such as blogs, social networks, review sites, forums, and e-commerce websites, provide a better understanding of the customer's perceptions towards products and services.
Unfortunately, the opinionated texts, which are meant to be helpful, become overwhelming with the passage of time due to the frequency of posts by users. Hence, an automatic way to mine the unstructured contents in text is needed to get a relevant piece of information for better decision making. As a solution to this problem, opinion mining is introduced by researchers.
Opinion mining or sentiment analysis is a field of study that analyzes people's opinions towards an item (e.g., product) or issue (e.g., service) [1, 2] . Aspect based opinion mining relatively gives more detailed insights towards a product or service. This is because a typical customer review will have the description about an aspect of the product or service as well as general feedback about a product or service. The emotion or view expressed in the reviews towards the aspect is known as a sentiment.
Even though the reviews are comprised of vast volumes of sentences, not all the sentences express opinions towards products or services. Therefore, extracting terms that represent opinions in sentences would be useful. The important terms that are present in opinionated sentences are aspect and its corresponding sentiment.
Hence, to represent the opinion of the product or service from a review sentence, aspect-sentiment pair extraction is crucial. The aspect-sentiment pairs extracted from opinion review sentences in Table 1 are represented as the decomposed view as in Table 2 . By referring to the decomposed view of opinion review sentences, customers or manufacturers can get a glimpse of the pros and cons of a product or service in a short time. Table 1 . Sample opinion review sentences (Input) .
No
Laptop Review Sentences 1 Keyboard is great 2
Mac OS is so simple and easy 3
Nice appearance 4 Simple yet stylish design 5
Design of this laptop is fantastic 6 The Photo Booth is a great program Aspect-sentiment pair extraction is quite a hard task as it involves processing the sentences written by reviewers in different ways. Hence, there is no predefined solution for this problem. Most of the previous works have extracted aspect-sentiment pairs using syntactic based approaches [3, 4] . Syntactic based aspect extraction approaches are usually dependency based [5] [6] [7] [8] and rules based [9] [10] [11] . Some advanced syntactic based works include [12] [13] [14] . However, those works still have limitations in identifying multi-word aspects that consist of a parent-child relationship and special compound noun.
Most of the important aspects are missed in the existing works, due to parsing error in the identification of special compound noun aspects. The parsing error causes misidentification of the aspects as sentiments. For example, in the compound noun, "hard disk", "hard" is identified as a sentiment and "disk" is identified as an aspect. The parent-child aspects are also missed because of inadequate dependency relations and generalized rules are unable to relate the parent-child aspect to their corresponding sentiment. For example, in the sentence, "The screen of laptop is big", the aspect, "Screen of laptop", is not extracted as whole, only screen (child) or laptop (parent) is extracted.
To overcome these drawbacks, in this paper, the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model with rules and lexicon is proposed to improve aspect-sentiment pair extraction. Different types of aspects, such as compound nouns, special compound nouns, and parent-child aspects, are identified using rules and compound noun lexicon. With respect to this, the objectives are:
1.
To determine the optimized number of review sentences to train the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model; and 2.
To improve the aspect-sentiment pairs extraction via enhancement of rules and compound noun lexicon. In general, the decomposed view (i.e., the output) that consists of aspect-sentiment pairs of customers' review sentences can be a beneficial utilization for consumers, organizations, and for opinion mining systems. Consumers are no longer bound to read a lot of reviews and can save time when making decisions before proceeding to purchasing products or services. Similarly, product manufacturers can avoid the trivial job of processing and analyzing review sentences to obtain customers' feedback. In addition, this decomposed view can also be applied as an input to opinion mining systems, such as the decision making and recommendation system. It could also function as one of the important steps in a sentiment analysis pipeline, e.g., as input for polarity analysis.
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 gives the definition of aspect-sentiment opinion mining, and a detailed discussion of existing works on aspect-sentiment pair extraction is given in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the proposed model, including all the processes in each phase of the model. Subsequently, Section 5 describes the conducted experiment and discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Aspect-Sentiment Opinion Mining
The key tasks in aspect-sentiment opinion mining are aspect and sentiment extraction given an input text. For example, consider a hotel review, "The room was clean and spacious". The first stage is to detect the aspect which is "room", followed by identifying aspect related sentiment words, such as "clean" and "spacious".
In the literature, an aspect is also addressed as a feature, topic, attribute, and target [15] . An aspect can be grouped into two types, which are an explicit aspect and implicit aspect. Explicit aspects are aspects that are directly denoted in sentences and typically represented by noun and noun phrases [1] . For instance, in the sentence, "The screen of iPhone 6 is very big", the aspect, "screen", is explicitly indicated. Implicit aspects are the opposite of explicit aspects because they are often expressed indirectly in sentences [1] . For example, in the sentence, "The phone is very expensive", the aspect is not directly mentioned, but an implicit aspect of "price" can be inferred.
Aspect-based opinion mining yields very fine-grained information, which is useful for applications in various domains [16] . It gives detailed insights towards products or services. This is because a typical customer review will contain a description about the aspect of the product or service and a general view about a product or service.
Alternatively, a sentiment is interchangeably used as an opinion, attitude, appraisal, emotion, and evaluation [1] . It is generally conveyed through the usage of adjectives. Both implicit and explicit aspects as well as sentiment can be analyzed at either the syntactic (or content) or semantic (or concept) level.
The aspect can constitute a single-word or multi-word terms. Single-word aspects are generally represented by a noun, such as "battery". Whereas, a multi-word aspect is represented by noun phrases, such as "battery life". Multi-word aspects are usually in the form of compound nouns or parent-child aspects. A compound noun is a fixed expression, which is made up of more than one word [17] . Such expressions are frequently combinations of two nouns or a noun and other part of speech (POS), such as an adjective, verb, particle, cardinal, etc. [17] . For example, "battery life" is a noun-noun compound noun and "hard disk" is a special compound noun.
Parent-child aspects consist of an aspect that is general (parent) and an aspect that is a specific (child) part of the general aspect [18] . For example, in the sentence, "The screen of the laptop is wide", "laptop" is the parent and "screen" is the child. Besides that, another example of a sentence with a parent-child relationship is "Durability of battery is awesome", where the parent is "battery" and "durability" is the child.
Although most of the aspect-sentiment opinion mining is performed at the sentence level. It could also be extended to the paragraph or document level when more complex analysis is required. For example, for a sentence, like "It is very cheap.", the extraction of a meaningful aspect (rather than pronoun) will involve neighboring sentences. Hence, the opinion mining is deemed to be carried out at the paragraph level.
Related Work
Aspect-sentiment pair extraction in opinion mining has been around for more than a decade. Over the years, many researchers have come up with various solutions to in the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs. In this work, a syntactic based aspect extraction approach is utilized. Syntax of a language is its grammar. They are the rules or principles to decide the order of word's type or vocabulary in a sentence related to a specific language. For example, in the English language, five nouns cannot be simply put together to be assumed as a correct sentence. Appropriate word order should be applied in a sentence for proper syntax. An example of the correct sequence of a sentence in English is "Ali likes durian", which consists of a subject, verb, and object [19] . However, sequences vary between different languages [19] .
Similarly, a syntactic based aspect extraction approach makes use of the sentence structure or term position in a sentence to detect the appearance of an aspect and opinion. There are two ways of using syntax as a measure to extract features, such as dependency parsing and rule based approaches. Some of the related works in dependency parsing are [5] [6] [7] [8] . All these works used dependency relations, such as a mod, rcmod, and advmod, and combine them to produce aspect-sentiment pairs. In the relations, the noun or noun phrase is identified as an aspect whilst the adjective is identified as a sentiment. The noun phrase that has been found is a noun-noun compound noun. Due to usage of a parser, some error results in the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs. If the sentence consists of terms, like "hard disk", the parser tagged "hard" is an adjective and "disk" is a noun. "Hard disk" should be extracted as a term as it is a type of compound noun. This issue causes the approaches to produce aspect-sentiment pairs, where "disk" is the aspect and "hard" is a sentiment.
Furthermore, the parent-child aspects' identification is also less considered in these works. If the parent-child aspect is identified, only either one is assigned to a sentiment. For example, in the sentence, "Customization on Mac is impossible", the parent is "Mac" and the child is "Customization". However, only "Mac" is mapped to "impossible", which is an incomplete mapping of the aspect to its sentiment.
The rule-based method that is most similar to our approach is by [9] , this work identifies aspect and sentiment by defining nine rules. The rules contain aspect (noun or noun phrases) and sentiment (adjective) POS tags with their mapping. The rules are the patterns that are learned from sentences of training data. For example, in the ("[DT] NN 1 VB [RB] JJ 1.1 [CC [RB] JJ 1.2 ]"), aspect "NN 1 " is mapped to sentiments, "JJ 1.1 " and "JJ 1.2 ", resulting in aspect-sentiment pairs of ("NN 1 , JJ 1.1 ") and ("NN 1 , JJ 1.2 "). The general type of rules is unable to identify aspect-sentiment pairs if the sentences contain a POS tag sequence of ("NN RB RB VB JJ"), since the sentence must follow the exact sequence of POS tags in rules.
Moreover, due to POS tagging error, the misidentification of the aspect-sentiment pair also occurs, such as for the case of "hard disk" that also happens in the dependency parsing based method. Hence, a special compound noun is unable to be identified by using this approach. The general rules also do not address parent-child aspects and their mapping.
The incomplete aspect identification in aspect-sentiment pairs means some of the aspect-sentiment pairs are not extracted. Due to a lack of different types of aspects, such as a special compound noun and parent-child aspects, the sentiments associated with these aspects are also not discovered. Although these aspects are addressed by many researchers, none of the them completely resolve both types of aspect identification in aspect-sentiment pair extraction. A close related work by [20] proposed a multilayer attention network, where each layer consists of a couple of attentions, like attention for extracting aspect terms and attention for extracting opinion terms. The pro of this approach is that it avoids the limitation of parsing, i.e., avoiding the compound noun issue, however, a relatively large number of training sentences are required to train the deep learning model. Until now, none of the approaches have addressed improving aspect identification in aspect-sentiment pairs in both types of multi-word aspects, such as a special compound noun aspect and parent-child aspects with the consideration of little training sentences; this work will resolve this problem.
Aspect Sentiment Pair Extraction using Rules and the Compound Noun Lexicon Model
In this paper, a model known as the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model using rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) is proposed. As shown in Figure 1 , the model consists of three main phases, such as compound noun lexicon generation, aspect-sentiment pair rule generation, and aspect-sentiment pair extraction. 
Phase I: Compound Noun Lexicon Generation
The compound noun lexicon used in the aspect-sentiment extraction model is generated based on the corpus based method. The corpus used in lexicon is the training dataset. A total of 500 training sentences are used to compile laptop and restaurant compound noun lexicon. Two-hundred and fifty laptop training sentences are used to build laptop compound noun lexicon and another 250 are used to build restaurant compound noun lexicon. This is because the compound noun lexicon is domain specific. It requires a domain specific compound noun word from training sentences to be applied into testing sentences.
The amount, 250, follows the number of training sentences that are used to create the rules. Since 250 sentences are utilized to create the rules, the same sentences have also been used to create lexicon.
During the Phase I, Step II (POS tagging), the tags of a compound noun detected by the tagger was observed. It was noted that compound nouns do not always consist of noun ("NN") + noun ("NN") tags. Basically, compound nouns consist of noun phrases. In the noun phrase, one word is a noun and another word can be either a noun or a different POS. The noun in the compound noun ("NN") can be modified by an adjective ("JJ"), noun ("NN"), verb ("VB"), particle ("RP"), cardinal ("CD"), etc. [17] .
Hence, the compound noun of different types of POS tag is difficult to be detected by works that regard only a ("NN NN") compound noun to be aspects. However, in this work, besides using ("NN NN") as aspects, the special compound noun is also identified. The identification of other types of compound nouns can simultaneously help in discovering more aspects. As a result, compilation of compound nouns in the lexicon and using it in the model can help to improve aspect identification. In order to generate compound noun lexicon, there are four steps that are carried out. The four steps are: I) Compound nouns pattern identification, II) compound nouns compilation, III) compound nouns verification, and IV) compound nouns pruning. The POS tagged training sentences used are The aspect-sentiment pair extraction using rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) model.
Hence, the compound noun of different types of POS tag is difficult to be detected by works that regard only a ("NN NN") compound noun to be aspects. However, in this work, besides using ("NN NN") as aspects, the special compound noun is also identified. The identification of other types of compound nouns can simultaneously help in discovering more aspects. As a result, compilation of compound nouns in the lexicon and using it in the model can help to improve aspect identification. In order to generate compound noun lexicon, there are four steps that are carried out. The four steps are: I) Compound nouns pattern identification, II) compound nouns compilation, III) compound nouns verification, and IV) compound nouns pruning. The POS tagged training sentences used are obtained from Phase II. Each of these steps is discussed in detail in this section.
4.1.1.
Step I: Compound Nouns' Pattern Identification
In the POS tagged training sentences, the pattern of compound noun lexicon was identified through linguistic inspection. The patterns identified includes ("JJ+ NN+"), ("NN+ CD"), ("VB+ NN+"), and ("VB+ RP"). The plus ("+") sign indicates that the POS tag can have many forms or can have an additional character. For example, the pattern ("NN CD") can be in another form, such as ("NNS CD") and ("NNP CD"). This is because a noun ("NN") can be expressed as singular ("NN"), plural ("NNS"), and a proper noun ("NNP"). Thus, to make a more generic pattern, the common characters are used to represent all the possible forms.
Step II: Compound Nouns Compilation
Using the patterns stated in Table 3 , all the occurrences of the words with the POS tags are compiled from the POS tagged training data. The compound noun patterns are searched using the keyword in context (KWIC) technique [21] . Basically, this technique compiles all the keywords in the dataset and allows the keywords to be searchable with its surrounding words. The AntConc 3.4.4 tool [22] that implements this KWIC technique is used to find compound nouns in the tagged dataset.
Firstly, to search for keywords, the cluster size needs to be defined. Since compound nouns consist of two words, and the tags associated with them are also counted, the cluster size is set to four. For example, "hard_JJ drive_NN" consists of four sequences ("hard", "JJ", "drive", "NN"). Then, the patterns were searched using the search wildcard. For example, to search "hard_JJ drive_NN", wildcards, such as "*_JJ+ *_NN+*", are defined in the search. The output is the list of words with its tags.
As seen in the example, the reason why the cluster size is set to four is the word together with its tag is needed to be displayed. Since a compound noun consists of two words, the corresponding tags of the compound noun are also two. Hence, a total of four clusters are defined to represent the two words and the two tags. Also, compound nouns that are considered consist of a two-word compound noun only; other types of compound noun are not part of this work.
Step III: Compound Nouns Verification
The lists of words with its tags obtained in Step II are verified as in Figures 2 and 3 to determine whether those words are compound nouns. This verification is done by comparing the words in the list with Wikipedia Encyclopedia. Wikipedia is used because of its encyclopedic nature [23] . It contains articles with named entities as well as terms, which is large in size for corpus oriented statistical analysis [23] . The verified compound nouns in the list are stored, and the compound nouns that do not present in Wikipedia are removed from the list. This final list is stored as compound noun lexicon (Table 4a) . 
Phase II: Aspect-sentiment Pair Rules Generation
The main idea of this phase is to generate rules based on the training sentences dataset. Several steps are carried out, which finally leads to creation of a knowledge base consisting of aspect- The verified compound nouns in the list are stored, and the compound nouns that do not present in Wikipedia are removed from the list. This final list is stored as compound noun lexicon (Table 4a) . 
The main idea of this phase is to generate rules based on the training sentences dataset. Several steps are carried out, which finally leads to creation of a knowledge base consisting of aspect- The compound nouns' words are maintained in the list if the two words in the compound noun exist in a Wikipedia article. The compound noun words can be part of multi-word terms in Wikipedia. This means that a compound noun can occur as a two-word term or as part of more than two-word terms. As long as the compound noun terms occur in either way, they are maintained in the list with their associated tags.
Step 4: Compound Nouns' Pruning
The verified compound nouns in the list are stored, and the compound nouns that do not present in Wikipedia are removed from the list. This final list is stored as compound noun lexicon (Table 4 ).
Phase II: Aspect-sentiment Pair Rules Generation
The main idea of this phase is to generate rules based on the training sentences dataset. Several steps are carried out, which finally leads to creation of a knowledge base consisting of aspect-sentiment pair rules and aspect-sentiment pair templates. The steps are described in detail in the following section.
4.2.1.
Step I: Preprocessing Reviews are written by humans. Thus, the sentences can contain many irrelevant non-alphabetic characters, such as ":)", "1)", "1.", "-(only for the beginning of a sentence)". These characters are removed from training sentences so that unnecessary processing during the next phases can be avoided. Besides that, sentence segmentation is also done to split two complete sentences separated by punctuation (e.g., ";", "," and etc.). Step II: POS Tagging POS tagging is performed by using the Stanford POS Tagger tool to tag all the training sentences, in which, the part of speech, such as a noun ("NN"), verb ("VB"), adjective ("JJ"), adverb ("RB"), etc., are assigned to each of the words in training sentences. Each of the POS tagged sentences has its original words plus its corresponding tag. The POS tagging is illustrated in Example 4.1. 
Step III: Special Compound Noun Pattern Detection
In this step, the special compound noun patterns, such as ("VB+ NN+"), ("JJ+ NN+"), etc., are searched in the POS tagged sentence. The plus ("+") sign in the pattern indicates that any one character can exist after the tag. For example, in the operating system POS tag ("VBG NN"), the additional character is "G".
If the pattern is found, then the tags inside the pattern of the POS tagged sentence will be checked. These tags are checked for its validity through compound noun lexicon. For this purpose, only non-noun (not "NN+") tags in the pattern will be compared against the tags in compound noun lexicon. Here, both the tag and the associated word in a POS tagged sentence must be the same as in lexicon. If they are the same, then the matching non-noun tag will be changed to a noun ("NN") tag. Note that only non-noun tags would be changed to nouns if there is a noun tag it remains as it is. This is to enable the application of rules in the sentence. Without changing the non-noun tags to noun tags, the rules cannot be applied to the sentence. If there is no compound noun pattern detected, then, the sentence POS tagged sentence has no changes.
After this process, only the sentences with at least one aspect ("NN") and one sentiment ("JJ") are maintained. This step is to avoid processing sentences that do not have an aspect and sentiment mentioned. An example of how compound noun pattern detection is performed is shown in Example 4.2. This is to enable the application of rules in the sentence. Without changing the non-noun tags to noun tags, the rules cannot be applied to the sentence. If there is no compound noun pattern detected, then, the sentence POS tagged sentence has no changes.
After this process, only the sentences with at least one aspect ("NN") and one sentiment ("JJ") are maintained. This step is to avoid processing sentences that do not have an aspect and sentiment mentioned. An example of how compound noun pattern detection is performed is shown in Example 4.2. 
Compound Noun Lexicon
operating/VBG system/NN
Step IV: POS Tag Grouping
It is observed in the training data that an aspect can be a noun or noun phrases. This means that an aspect can be a single-word or multi-word. Similarly, an intensity word, such as an adverb, also occurs more than one time continuously. Both tags are grouped per number of consecutive occurrences.
After grouping, a general tag (nn x or rb x ) is used to represent the grouped noun or adverb tag. Subscript "x" denotes the total number of consecutive occurrences of the noun or adverbs. For example, "also/RB relatively/RB" is grouped "also relatively/rb 2 ".
This process is conducted to make the rule generated later to be more generic. The example of grouped POS tagged representation for a single occurrence of a noun and adverb is as in Example 4. 
Example 4.4 (Multiple occurrences of noun and adverb):
Review sentence: The battery life is also relatively good. POS tagged sentence: The/DT battery/NN life/NN is/VBZ also/RB relatively/RB good/JJ. /. Grouped POS tagged sentence: The/DT battery life/nn 2 is/VBZ also relatively/rb 2 good/JJ. /.
4.2.5.
Step V: Rules' Generation In this step, the rules, rules ranking as well as the template to extract the aspect-sentiment pairs are explained. There are five sub steps in this step, such as I) generic rule generation, II) generic rule ranking, III) aspect-sentiment pair rule generation, IV) aspect-sentiment pair rule ranking, and V) aspect-sentiment pair template creation. These steps will be discussed in the following sections.
a) Sub Step I: Generic Rule Generation
Using the grouped POS tagged sentences; the tags that appear in every type of sentence are analyzed using linguistic inspection. It is observed that every type of sentence shares some common POS tags among them. For example, common tag sequences that are observed in the sentences includes ("nn VB JJ"), ("JJ nn"), ("JJ IN nn"), ("nn WD VB JJ"), ("JJ JJ nn"), ("nn IN nn JJ"), ("nn JJ"), ("JJ CC JJ nn"), and ("JJ TO nn"). These common tags are assigned as generic rules.
Next, the position of the tags in generic rules is determined in which the aspect ("nn"), sentiment ("JJ"), and also intensity ("rb") are denoted by subscript "a" "b", "c", and etc. The subscript is used to show the position of the aspect, sentiment, or intensity that occurs at the first position ("a"), second position ("b"), third position ("c"), and etc.
The position shows the arrangement of the aspect ("nn"), sentiment ("JJ"), or intensity ("rb") POS tag that appears in the generic rules. This is important because if the POS tag, such as ("nn"), ("JJ"), and ("rb"), appear more than one time in the generic rule, then the position is important as it will indicate that there are few occurrences of the ("nn"), ("JJ"), and ("rb").
For example, in the generic rule, ("JJ a JJ b nn xa "), the subscript, ("a"), indicates the first occurrence of ("JJ") and subscript, ("b"), indicates the second occurrence of ("JJ"). This position is important for template creation, where the aspect and sentiment will be matched using the template. This is to determine which aspect matches to which sentiment. As in the example, the aspect, ("nn xa "), will be matched with ("JJ a ") as the first aspect-sentiment pair. Next, aspect ("nn xa ") will be matched with ("JJ b ") as the second aspect-sentiment pair.
As some generic rules are more important than others, ranking is performed to give weightage to important rules. This is conducted by observing the frequency of appearance of generic rules in the training dataset sentences.
b) Sub
Step II: Generic Rule Ranking Based on the generic rules, all the grouped POS tagged sentences are assigned. The POS tags in generic rules must appear sequentially in the grouped POS tagged sentences and the order must be followed. Table 5 shows the assignment of some sample grouped POS tagged sentences to their generic rules type (Examples 4.5-4.7). For the assignment by generic rules, only the first two characters of the POS tags are considered. For example, if a grouped POS tagged sentence has POS tag ("DT nn1 VBZ JJ") as in Example 4.5, only the first two characters, such as "DT nn1 VB JJ", are used for categorization. This means similar POS tags (e.g., "VBD", "VBZ", "VBP", and etc.) in grouped POS tag sentences can be generalized to be assigned to generic rules.
After all the grouped POS tagged sentences were assigned by generic rules, the frequencies of assigned grouped POS tagged sentences per generic rules are counted. The generic rules are then ranked by their respective assigned grouped POS tagged sentence frequencies. The rank is ordered in ascending order from highest to lowest frequency. Table 6 shows the generic rules with their corresponding frequency. After generic rules are obtained, we can proceed to identify unique rules that are associated to each generic rule. For example, the generic rule, ("nn xa VB JJ a "), can have associated unique rules, like ("nn xa VB JJ a "), ("nn xa VB rb xa JJ a "), and ("nn xa VB JJ a CC JJ b ").
Besides that, the unique rule generation process is also needed to find the stopping criterion for the number of training sentences required. Hence, the iteration method is used during the unique rule generation process. Firstly, the grouped POS tagged sentences are divided into 50 sentences per iteration. The iteration was repeated six times with different grouped POS tagged sentences.
To identify unique rules, duplicate grouped POS tagged sentences are removed in every iteration. For example, the grouped POS tagged sentences associated with generic rule ("nn xa VB JJ a ") are ("nn xa VB JJ a "), ("nn xa VB rb xa JJ a "), and ("nn xa VB JJ a CC JJ b "). These sentences can occur many times during the iteration. For instance, ("nn xa VB rb xa JJ a ") can occur five times during the first iteration. To make it unique, only one occurrence is maintained, and the others are discarded.
The iteration is continued until there is no significant increase in the number of unique grouped POS tagged sentences. Hence, the stopping criterion is at the fifth iteration. The number of training sentences are 250 sentences.
All the unique POS tagged sentences identified until the fifth iteration are assigned as aspect-sentiment pair rules. The number of aspect-sentiment rules in every iteration are shown in Table 7 . For each aspect-sentiment pair generated, the position of the aspect ("nn"), sentiment ("JJ"), and intensity ("rb") are denoted by subscript ("a"), ("b"), ("c"), and etc. The position is in accordance with the first appearance in the tag (e.g., "a") until the subsequent appearances (e.g., "b", "c", and etc.). Examples of aspect-sentiment pair rules are shown in Table 8 . Step IV: Aspect-sentiment Pair Rule Ranking
The aspect-sentiment pair rules are also ranked with the assigned grouped POS tag sentence. However, in this sub step, all the unique assigned grouped POS tag sentence frequencies are counted. These frequencies are used to rank the aspect-sentiment pair rules. The rank is ordered in ascending order from highest to lowest frequency. Table 9 shows some aspect-sentiment pair rules with their corresponding frequency. In the aspect-sentiment pair rules, the main components are the aspect and its corresponding sentiment. An aspect is a noun or noun phrases ("nn x "), meanwhile, a sentiment is represented by an adjective ("JJ"). Hence, in the rules, there are many tags that are irrelevant, such as ("VB"), ("WD"), etc. In this step, the aspect and its corresponding sentiment will be linked to produce aspect and sentiment pairs. Furthermore, the aspect-sentiment pair rules also have an additional advantage of identifying the intensity ("rb x "), which is usually represented by an adverb.
Basically, an aspect can have one sentiment or more. Similarly, a sentiment can have one aspect or more. Sentiments can also have one or more intensities. Thus, the positions of arrangements of ("a", "b", "c", and etc.) of the aspect, sentiment, and intensity defined in the rules are used in this step to associate the aspect to its corresponding sentiment/s. If an intensity exists before the sentiment, it is also included as additional information. This linking between the aspect and its respective sentiment is obtained through linguistic inspection to produce templates. Examples 4.8-4.10 show the aspect-sentiment pair template created based on the rules. 
Phase III: Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction
The motive of this phase is to extract aspect-sentiment pairs based on testing sentences dataset. Few steps are involved to match the testing sentences to the rules and templates in the knowledge base created in Phase II and produce aspect-sentiment pairs.
Step I until Step IV in Phase III is similar with Phase II, except Step V. The difference is, in Phase I, training sentences are used, whereas, in Phase III, testing sentences are used.
Step I: Preprocessing
In this step, a cleaning process is done to the testing sentences in the dataset. Some of the irrelevant tokens, such as ":)", "1)", "1.", "-(only for beginning of sentence)", are removed from the sentences. Besides that, sentence segmentation is also done to split two complete sentences separated by punctuation (e.g., ";", ",", and etc.).
Step II: POS Tagging
The testing sentences are parsed using the Stanford Parser tool to obtain the tagged words for each sentence. For example: 
Step III: Compound Noun Pattern Detection
The compound noun pattern is detected in the POS tagged sentence. If the pattern exists, then, the non-noun tag (not "NN+") is changed to noun tag ("NN"). Next, only the sentences with at least one aspect ("NN") and one sentiment ("JJ") are maintained. 
4.3.5.
Step V: Rule and Grouped POS Tagged Sentence Matching In this step, the grouped POS tagged testing sentences will be used to match the rules in the knowledge base. In the matching process, only the first two characters of the POS tag are used. For example, ("NNS") in grouped POS tagged sentences have three characters inside the tag, but for matching with rules, only the first two characters, such as ("NN"), are used. This is to allow the testing sentences with various types ("NN", "NNS", "NNP", etc.) of the same tag ("NN") to match with the rules.
The sub steps involved are: a) Grouped POS tagged sentences and generic rules matching, b) grouped POS tagged sentences and aspect-sentiment pair rules matching, and c) grouped POS tagged sentences and aspect-sentiment template matching.
a) Sub
Step I: Grouped POS Tagged Sentence and Generic Rule Matching
In this sub step, the grouped POS tagged sentences will be matched with all the generic rules produced in Phase (II). The purpose is to shortlist the generic rule that can be applied to grouped POS tagged sentences. Matching is performed from the generic rule rank one until the generic rule rank ten. In the matching process, each of the POS tags in grouped POS tagged sentences is compared with the generic rules POS tags.
There can be optional POS tags to the left and right of the matching tag of the sentence with a generic rule tag. In Example 1, there is an optional tag ("DT") to the left of the matching tag ("nn 2 "), which matches with the generic rule tag ("nn xa ").
However, when a sentence is matched, the order of the POS tag inside the generic rule must be followed. As in Example 1, the first tag ("nn xa ") must match with the tag of the sentence, and then only the next tag is matched ("VB").
In short, the sequence of the generic rule POS tags must be in order. All the tags of the sentence must match with the tags of generic rules. This is to shortlist the generic rules that match with the sentence.
Also, for matching purposes, only the first two characters of the POS tag is taken. For example, only ("NN") is matched in the POS tag ("NNS"). In the POS tag, ("nn 2 "), only ("nn") is matched. However, there are no changes made to the original tag. It is retained as it is. The example is as shown. Matching of POS tag of grouped POS tagged sentence with tags of generic rule is conducted by looping each POS tag in the sentence by the sequence it appears. 
Step V: Rule and Grouped POS Tagged Sentence Matching
In this step, the grouped POS tagged testing sentences will be used to match the rules in the knowledge base. In the matching process, only the first two characters of the POS tag are used. For example, ("NNS") in grouped POS tagged sentences have three characters inside the tag, but for matching with rules, only the first two characters, such as ("NN"), are used. This is to allow the testing sentences with various types ("NN", "NNS", "NNP", etc.) of the same tag ("NN") to match with the rules.
a) Sub Step I: Grouped POS Tagged Sentence and Generic Rule Matching
There can be optional POS tags to the left and right of the matching tag of the sentence with a generic rule tag. In Example 1, there is an optional tag ("DT") to the left of the matching tag ("nn2"), which matches with the generic rule tag ("nnxa").
However, when a sentence is matched, the order of the POS tag inside the generic rule must be followed. As in Example 1, the first tag ("nnxa") must match with the tag of the sentence, and then only the next tag is matched ("VB").
Also, for matching purposes, only the first two characters of the POS tag is taken. For example, only ("NN") is matched in the POS tag ("NNS"). In the POS tag, ("nn2"), only ("nn") is matched. However, there are no changes made to the original tag. It is retained as it is. The example is as shown. Matching of POS tag of grouped POS tagged sentence with tags of generic rule is conducted by looping each POS tag in the sentence by the sequence it appears.
i.
"DT" POS tags of grouped POS tagged sentence: DT nn2 VBD rb1 JJ IN rb1
POS tags of generic rule rank 1: nnxa VB JJa Outcome: "DT" is compared with "nnxa", "VB" and "JJa". There is no match found. Next tag is matched. Informatics 2018, 5, x 16 of 28
ii. "nn2" POS tags of grouped POS tagged sentence: DT nn2 VBD rb1 JJ IN rb1
POS tags of generic rule rank 1: nnxa VB JJa
Outcome: nn2 is compared with "nnxa". The match is found. Next tag is matched.
iii. "VBD" POS tags of grouped POS tagged sentence: DT nn2 VBD rb1 JJ IN rb1
POS tags of generic rule rank 1: nnxa VB JJa Outcome: "VBD" is compared with "VB" because "nnxa" had already matched previously. The match is found. Next tag is matched. POS tags of generic rule rank 1: nnxa VB JJa Outcome: "rb1" is compared with "nnxa", "VB", and "JJa". No match. All the tags in the sentence have been matched with the rule tags.
A similar way of matching has been performed with all the generic rules. The sentence matches two generic rules with rank one and rank eight. The matched generic rules are taken as a shortlisted rule. The non-matching rules are discarded. Table 10 shows all the matching outcomes with generic rules. A similar way of matching has been performed with all the generic rules. The sentence matches two generic rules with rank one and rank eight. The matched generic rules are taken as a shortlisted rule. The non-matching rules are discarded. Table 11 shows all the matching outcomes with generic rules.
b) Sub Step II: Grouped POS Tagged Sentence and Aspect-sentiment Pair Rule Matching
The aspect-sentiment pair rules associated with the shortlisted generic rules will be used to perform matching with the grouped POS tagged sentence. For this purpose, similarity scores between the sentence and each aspect-sentiment rule are calculated.
A Levenshtein distance [24] is used as the similarity matching technique. This technique computes differences between two sequences. The two sequences are the source sequence and target sequence. In this case, the grouped POS tagged sentence is the source sequence and the aspect-sentiment pair rule is the target sequence.
The Levenshtein distance between two sequences is the minimum number of editing operations required to transform the source sequence to the target sequence [24] . The editing operations involved are insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
Each of the editing operations had their assigned cost. Insertion and deletion has a cost of one, whereas, substitution costs two [24] . This is because substitution involves both deletion and insertion. The distances between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rules are measured by calculating the total cost involved to transform the sentence into rules. After computing the cost, the similarity score is calculated as follows:
This formula states that, in this work, the preference for a similarity score is low cost and high number of matches. Hence, a higher matching score is desirable when matching the sentence with the rules. In Sub step III), the shortlisted generic rules are rank one and rank eight generic rules. Rank one and rank eight has their own associated aspect-sentiment rules.
In Example 4.15 a), the calculation of the total cost between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rank two aspect-sentiment pair rule is shown. In Example 4.15 b), the calculation of the total number of matches between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rank two aspect-sentiment pair rule is shown. In Example 4.15 c), the similarity score calculation is shown. The aspect-sentiment pair rules associated with the shortlisted generic rules will be used to perform matching with the grouped POS tagged sentence. For this purpose, similarity scores between the sentence and each aspect-sentiment rule are calculated.
A Levenshtein distance [24] is used as the similarity matching technique. This technique computes differences between two sequences. The two sequences are the source sequence and target sequence. In this case, the grouped POS tagged sentence is the source sequence and the aspectsentiment pair rule is the target sequence.
Each of the editing operations had their assigned cost. Insertion and deletion has a cost of one, whereas, substitution costs two [24] . This is because substitution involves both deletion and insertion.
The distances between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rules are measured by calculating the total cost involved to transform the sentence into rules. After computing the cost, the similarity score is calculated as follows:
This formula states that, in this work, the preference for a similarity score is low cost and high number of matches. Hence, a higher matching score is desirable when matching the sentence with the rules.
In Sub step III), the shortlisted generic rules are rank one and rank eight generic rules. Rank one and rank eight has their own associated aspect-sentiment rules.
In Example 4.15 a), the calculation of the total cost between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rank two aspect-sentiment pair rule is shown. In Example 4.15 b), the calculation of the total number of matches between a grouped POS tagged sentence and rank two aspect-sentiment pair rule is shown. In Example 4.15 c), the similarity score calculation is shown. All the similarity scores between grouped POS tagged sentences and aspect-sentiment rules are calculated in the same way. After comparing all the similarity scores, rule (R2) provides the highest similarity matching value. Hence, rule (R2) is selected as the final rule for the sentence. If two rules have a similar score, then the ranking of aspect-sentiment pair rules will be used to select the final rule.
c) Sub
Step III: Grouped POS Tagged Sentence and Aspect-sentiment Template Matching
The aspect-sentiment template associated with the aspect-sentiment pair rule selected in Sub step ii) will be used to match with the POS tags of a grouped POS tagged sentence. After that, the POS tags of a grouped POS tagged sentence will be inserted into the template to produce the aspect-sentiment pair.
Then, the aspect-sentiment pair POS tag will be associated with its words. The words in a grouped POS tagged sentence are aligned to the aspect-sentiment pair. The position, ("a"), ("b"), and etc., is used to indicate the position of the POS tag as appearing as first, second, and etc. Example 4.16 shows the matching between a grouped POS tagged sentence and the aspect-sentiment pair template. All the similarity scores between grouped POS tagged sentences and aspect-sentiment rules are calculated in the same way. After comparing all the similarity scores, rule (R2) provides the highest similarity matching value. Hence, rule (R2) is selected as the final rule for the sentence. If two rules have a similar score, then the ranking of aspect-sentiment pair rules will be used to select the final rule.
The aspect-sentiment template associated with the aspect-sentiment pair rule selected in Sub step ii) will be used to match with the POS tags of a grouped POS tagged sentence. After that, the POS tags of a grouped POS tagged sentence will be inserted into the template to produce the aspectsentiment pair.
Then, the aspect-sentiment pair POS tag will be associated with its words. The words in a grouped POS tagged sentence are aligned to the aspect-sentiment pair. The position, ("a"), ("b"), and etc., is used to indicate the position of the POS tag as appearing as first, second, and etc. Example 4.16 shows the matching between a grouped POS tagged sentence and the aspect-sentiment pair template. 
POS tags of aspect-sentiment rule (R2) rank 2: nnxa VB JJa
The POS tags of the grouped POS tagged sentence are matched with the template. The position is indicated by ("a") means, that particular POS tag appearing as the first occurrence. Similar to ("b"), means that the tag appears as second and so on.
POS tags of grouped POS tagged sentence: DT nn2 VBD rb1 JJ IN rb1
Aspect-sentiment Pair Template: (nnxa; rbxa; JJa)
The matched POS tag will be inserted into the aspect-sentiment pair template. The resultant form is the aspect-sentiment pair.
Aspect-sentiment Pair: (nn2; rb1; JJ)
Next, the aspect-sentiment pair is aligned with its associated words as in a grouped POS tagged sentence. Thus, the final product is the aspect-sentiment pair with its associated words.
Aspect-sentiment Pair: (technical support; not; helpful)
Results and Discussion
This section elaborates the evaluation of the aspect-sentiment pair extraction with rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) model, the dataset collection, performance measure, results, and result analysis.
Dataset
The dataset used for the training and testing phase is introduced in the following subsections. In the data collection, the benchmarked data are described in terms of its domain, number of sentences, and proportion of the training and testing dataset. In the benchmarked dataset section, the dataset is described where the reannotation is done by the experts in terms of aspect and sentiment terms.
Data Collection
The dataset used for the experiments are benchmark data from SemEval 2014 Task 4 [25] . The dataset is used for aspect and its polarity identification in SemEval 2014 tasks that involve supervised and unsupervised approaches. We have chosen this dataset because they are the first one tagged at
Aspect-sentiment Pair: (nn 2 ; rb 1 ; JJ) Next, the aspect-sentiment pair is aligned with its associated words as in a grouped POS tagged sentence. Thus, the final product is the aspect-sentiment pair with its associated words.
Results and Discussion
Dataset
Data Collection
The dataset used for the experiments are benchmark data from SemEval 2014 Task 4 [25] . The dataset is used for aspect and its polarity identification in SemEval 2014 tasks that involve supervised and unsupervised approaches. We have chosen this dataset because they are the first one tagged at the aspect-level with a multiword aspect and single-word aspect. This dataset consists of two domains, which are laptop and restaurant. Both datasets were divided into a training and testing dataset. The restaurant training data consists of 3041 sentences with annotations of aspect terms for some sentences. The restaurant testing data consists of 800 sentences with annotations of aspect terms for some sentences. The restaurant dataset is a subset of [26] restaurant datasets. Additionally, more sentences are crawled from scratch in the restaurant review. The laptop dataset consists of 3845 training sentences and 800 testing sentences with aspect term annotations for some sentences. This dataset is extracted from the laptop customer review.
In this work, a total of 250 training sentences from 6086 sentences and 126 testing sentences from 1600 sentences are randomly taken from the annotated sentences. A common measure used to split for determining the number of training and testing data is 80: 20 ratios based on the Pareto principle [27] . Hence, for the laptop dataset, the training and testing dataset are 250 and 63. The 250 laptop training dataset is used to train the rules.
To test the rules created using laptop dataset, 63 laptop testing datasets and 63 restaurant testing datasets are used. Table 12 shows the information of the training and testing dataset used. 
Benchmarked Dataset
The SemEval 2014 Task 4 dataset consists of datasets that have aspect terms annotated. However, for sentiments, there is no annotation. Thus, two human experts are assigned to annotate the testing dataset to include sentiments and add the missing aspects in annotation. For example, in the sentence, "The specs are pretty good too.", the sentiment, "good", is added as a sentiment term. For example, in the sentence, "There restaurant is very casual", the aspect, "restaurant", is added as an aspect term.
Each human expert annotates 63 sentences for testing datasets. An explanation and examples of aspects and sentiments are given to the human experts to annotate the aspect and sentiment pairs. This dataset is then used as the golden standard for the experiment evaluation. Refer to Figures 4 and 5 for some of the testing review sentences' annotation (golden standard) in the laptop and restaurant dataset. The aspect terms and the sentiment terms are the terms annotated by the user.
Performance Metric
The performance is evaluated by comparing the aspect and sentiment pairs extracted by the approach with the set of gold standard aspect-sentiment pairs. The gold standard is the "true" aspect-sentiment pair that should be extracted by the approach for validation of results. This is to check whether the aspect-sentiment pair extracted by the approach is valid or not valid. The gold standard refers to the annotated testing dataset by the users, where the aspect and sentiment are labelled in the sentences. Hence, to measure the validity of the aspect-sentiment pairs, two measures are used. The two commonly used matrices in opinion mining are utilized, i.e., precision and recall.
Precision is measured to determine the number of correct aspect-sentiment pairs that are extracted by all the approaches. On the other hand, recall is measured to find out the coverage of aspect-sentiment pairs that can be extracted. 
Precision
Precision measures the correctness of aspect-sentiment pairs extracted by the approach with the aspect-sentiment pair annotated in the gold standard. The equation of precision is as follows: Precision = |Relevant aspect sentiment pair ∩ Retrieved aspect sentiment pair| |Retrieved aspect sentiment pair|
• Relevant aspect sentiment pair indicates the correct aspect-sentiment pair that is extracted by the approach as in the gold standard aspect-sentiment pair; and • retrieved aspect sentiment pair indicates the aspect-sentiment pair in the gold standard that is supposed to be retrieved by the approach, but it is not retrieved. Also, added with the aspect-sentiment pair that is retrieved by the approach, but not present in the gold standard.
Recall
Recall measures the coverage of the aspect-sentiment pair extracted by the approach with the aspect-sentiment pair in the gold standard. The equation of recall is as follows:
|Relevant aspect sentiment pair ∩ Retrieved aspect sentiment pair| |Relevant aspect sentiment pair|
Experimental Result
In this section, the results of the approach used are discussed based on evaluation on two perspectives, which are the optimized number of review sentences to train the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model as well as the precision and recall of aspect-sentiment pair extraction on testing review sentences.
Evaluation on Optimized Number of Review Sentences to Train the Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction Model
Here, the number of training review sentences that is optimal to train the model is evaluated. The training sentences are divided into 50 sentences per run. In each run, the rules that can be generated from the sentences are recorded. The rules increase per run. The unique rules are stored in an aggregation manner for each of the runs. This means, after one run, there will be some rules produced, and then in the next run, the new rules are added on to the existing rules.
The number of sentences is taken as reasonable until there is no significant increase in the number of rules. As can be seen in Figure 6 , after running 250 sentences, there is only a little increase in the number of rules. Thus, for this work, 250 sentences in datasets are used as training sentences. 
Evaluation on Precision and Recall of Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction on Testing Review Sentences
The motivation of doing this evaluation is to measure the performance of our approach and the baseline approach in aspect-sentiment pair extraction. To test the performance, the annotated testing sentences from SemEval 2014 dataset (golden standard) is used to evaluate the baseline (BE), ASPER 
The motivation of doing this evaluation is to measure the performance of our approach and the baseline approach in aspect-sentiment pair extraction. To test the performance, the annotated testing sentences from SemEval 2014 dataset (golden standard) is used to evaluate the baseline (BE), ASPER and ASPERC to ensure validity. About 126 testing sentences are used, where 63 of sentences are from laptop domain and another 63 sentences are from restaurant domain.
The proposed approach (ASPERC) and its variant (ASPER) are tested. The main concern here is to find out whether ASPER and ASPERC can better extract aspect-sentiment pairs without much aspect-sentiment pair loss. In other words, this is to find out the ability of the approach to extract more aspect-sentiment pairs.
The intention of evaluating ASPER is to determine whether the rules of our work can be used across domains. This is to test whether, even if there is no usage of lexicon with the rules, the rules itself are able to better discover aspect-sentiment pairs. The evaluation is carried out to compare the following approaches in aspect-sentiment pair extraction.
Baseline rule based (BE) approach:
• The baseline [8] has nine rules for extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs. The rules consist of a POS tag sequence to extract aspect-sentiment pairs where a noun is extracted as an aspect and an adjective as a sentiment. The position of the aspect and sentiment is denoted by the arrangement of the noun and adjective in rules; • this approach considers extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs with occurrence of aspect-sentiment pairs, such as one aspect with one sentiment, one aspect with many sentiments, many aspects with one aspect, one sentiment with one aspect, one sentiment with many aspects, and many sentiments with one aspect; and • for the multi-word, the aspect is only considered a noun-noun compound noun. Special compound noun aspects and parent-child aspects are not identified.
Aspect-sentiment pair extraction with rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) model:
• This model consists of 63 rules and a template for extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs. The position of aspects and sentiments is denoted with respect to the arrangement of nouns and adjectives in the rules and in the template; • the model considers extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs with the occurrence of aspect-sentiment pairs, such as one aspect with one sentiment, one aspect with many sentiments, many aspects with one aspect, one sentiment with one aspect, one sentiment with many aspects, and many sentiments with one aspect; and • it is also able to identify multi-word aspects, such as a noun-noun compound noun, special compound noun aspect, and parent-child aspect.
Aspect-sentiment pair extraction with rules (ASPER) model:
• This model is the variant of ASPERC where the usage of a compound noun is excluded; • it can identify a multi-word aspect, such as a noun-noun compound noun and parent-child aspect. A special compound noun aspect is not identified; and • the model is used to test the rules applicability across various domains.
The result on the precision and recall of the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model using rules (ASPER) for the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs are shown in Figure 7 .
The result on the precision and recall of the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model using rules (ASPER) for the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs are shown in Figure 7 . The precision of the ASPER model for aspect-sentiment pair extraction in the laptop domain is 4% lower than in the restaurant domain. However, the recall of the ASPER model for the aspectsentiment pair extraction model in the laptop domain is 9.59%.
The result on precision and recall of the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model using rules and lexicon (ASPERC) for the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs is shown in Figure 8 . Similarly, the precision of ASPERC for aspect-sentiment pair extraction in the laptop domain is 1.03% lower than in the restaurant domain. However, the recall of the ASPERC model for the aspectsentiment pair extraction model in the laptop domain is 15.62% higher.
The results on precision and recall of the ASPER model, ASPERC model, and BE baseline on the laptop dataset are shown in Figure 9 . The precision of the ASPER model for aspect-sentiment pair extraction in the laptop domain is 4% lower than in the restaurant domain. However, the recall of the ASPER model for the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model in the laptop domain is 9.59%.
The result on precision and recall of the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model using rules and lexicon (ASPERC) for the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs is shown in Figure 8 .
The results on precision and recall of the ASPER model, ASPERC model, and BE baseline on the laptop dataset are shown in Figure 9 . Similarly, the precision of ASPERC for aspect-sentiment pair extraction in the laptop domain is 1.03% lower than in the restaurant domain. However, the recall of the ASPERC model for the aspect-sentiment pair extraction model in the laptop domain is 15.62% higher.
The results on precision and recall of the ASPER model, ASPERC model, and BE baseline on the laptop dataset are shown in Figure 9 . ASPER precision and recall is lower by 4% and 6.03% than ASPERC. The precision of ASPER and ASPERC is slightly lower than the BE baseline. However, both models have higher recall compared to the BE baseline. Even tough precision of ASPER is 6% lower than the BE baseline, yet ASPER still managed to increase by 22.55% higher in terms of recall. In a similar manner, there is a little drop of precision by 2% in ASPERC, but still, it advances the BE baseline in recall by 28.58%.
The results on precision and recall of the ASPER model, ASPERC model, and BE baseline on the restaurant dataset are shown in Figure 10 . ASPER precision and recall is lower by 4% and 6.03% than ASPERC. The precision of ASPER and ASPERC is slightly lower than the BE baseline. However, both models have higher recall compared to the BE baseline. Even tough precision of ASPER is 6% lower than the BE baseline, yet ASPER still managed to increase by 22.55% higher in terms of recall. In a similar manner, there is a little drop of precision by 2% in ASPERC, but still, it advances the BE baseline in recall by 28.58%.
The results on precision and recall of the ASPER model, ASPERC model, and BE baseline on the restaurant dataset are shown in Figure 10 . The precision of ASPER is less by 1.03%, but the recall is the same with ASPERC. The precision of ASPER and ASPERC is slightly lower than the BE baseline. However, both models have higher recall compared to the BE baseline.
Even tough precision of ASPER is 2.12% lower than the BE baseline, yet ASPER still managed to increase by 11.2% in terms of recall. In a similar manner, there is a little drop of precision by 1.09% in ASPERC, but still, it advances the BE baseline in recall by 11.2%.
Result Analysis
In this section, the results obtained are analyzed. The two main evaluations conducted are discussed in detail.
Optimized Number of Review Sentences to Train the Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction Model
Determining the number of training sentences helps to set the number of testing sentences. Based on the stopping criterion, the amount of training sentences is set as 250 sentences. Following the proportion of 80:20, the amount of testing sentences is set to 63 corresponding to 250 training sentences. By using 63 testing sentences, the precision and recall of aspect-sentiment pairs extracted in the laptop domain and restaurant domain are obtained.
It The precision of ASPER is less by 1.03%, but the recall is the same with ASPERC. The precision of ASPER and ASPERC is slightly lower than the BE baseline. However, both models have higher recall compared to the BE baseline.
Result Analysis
Optimized Number of Review Sentences to Train the Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction Model
It is observed that 63 testing sentences can provide a precision of 72.00 (ASPER)% and 76.00 (ASPERC) for the domain. Similarly, a precision of 76.00% (ASPER) and 77.03% (ASPERC) is obtained for the restaurant domain. Meanwhile, a recall of 78.26% (ASPER) and 84.29% (ASPERC) in the laptop dataset and 68.67% (ASPER and ASPERC) is achieved in the restaurant dataset. With the usage of 250 training sentences, a decent performance in terms of precision and recall can be attained in both the laptop and restaurant dataset. Hence, this result obtained from this evaluation can be used as a guideline in terms of the range of the number of training sentences that can be used to train a similar extraction model, especially in the domain of review texts.
Precision of Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction on Testing Review Sentences
Precision is a measure to find out the correct aspect-sentiment pairs extracted by the approaches. In both the laptop and restaurant domain, the precision of the ASPERC is higher than ASPER because the use of compound noun lexicon has enabled ASPERC to find correct aspect-sentiment pairs.
Due to the complexity and heterogeneity of review sentences written by customers, some irrelevant aspect-sentiment pairs also got extracted in ASPER and ASPERC approaches, which results in a slight decrement as compared to the BE baseline approach. Besides that, ASPER and ASPERC approaches are based on the existence of some specific grammatical language rules, which the sentence structure needs to follow the exact structure of the rules to be selected as an aspect-sentiment pair.
The BE baseline can maintain a slight increment in precision, due to the generality of rules in aspect-sentiment pair extraction. The author combined all the specific rules to form a general rule that can be used in different sentence structures.
Recall of Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction on Testing Review Sentences
Recall is a measure to find out the coverage of aspect-sentiment pairs extracted by the approaches. In the laptop domain, the recall of the ASPERC is higher than ASPER because the use of compound noun lexicon has enabled ASPERC to find more aspect-sentiment pairs. However, in the restaurant domain, the recall of both ASPER and ASPERC are the same, as in this domain, the compound noun that is needed to be resolved involves a food name. Few food names are not able to be found in the lexicon due to the complexity of the name itself.
We have enhanced the rules and have decent coverage. Hence, ASPER and ASPERC can achieve an improvement in recall compared to the BE baseline. Also, the aspect-sentiment pair template of the rules that associate an aspect to its corresponding sentiment contributes to recall. Another reason of the increase in recall is the use of compound noun lexicon. By utilizing compound noun lexicon, more aspects are discovered, thus resulting in relevant aspect-sentiment pair extraction.
Since the baseline rules do not give enough coverage to various types of aspect extraction, such as a parent-child aspect and special compound noun aspect, it can be concluded that the baseline cannot extract enough aspects. When some of the aspects are not identified, eventually, the sentiment is also not identified. This results in extraction of incomplete aspect-sentiment pairs.
5.5.
Comparison of Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction ASPER Model, ASPERC Model, and BE Baseline Table 13 shows the comparison of aspect-sentiment pair extraction by all the approaches in both laptop and restaurant training sentences. It is notable that the BE baseline is not able to identify the parent-child aspect, e.g., "Customization on Mac", with the rules. In addition to that, the special compound noun aspect, like "Set up", is also not discovered in the baseline. In contrast, ASPER can identify the parent-child aspect with the aspect-sentiment pair rules. With the advantage of compound noun lexicon, ASPERC can identify both the parent-child aspect and special compound noun aspect. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the motivation was to provide a decomposed view of opinions in review sentences that consist of aspect-sentiment pairs. In the state-of-the-art, there are many researchers who have applied aspect-based opinion mining to extract aspect-sentiment pairs. However, none of the approaches completely resolve the issues of multi-word aspects' identification, such as special compound noun aspects and parent-child aspects.
Hence, to improve aspect-sentiment pair extraction, aspect identification was enhanced by proposing the aspect-sentiment pair extraction using rules and compound noun lexicon (ASPERC) model. Basically, a total of three phases were included in the model, such as compound noun lexicon generation, aspect-sentiment pair rules generation, and aspect-sentiment pair extraction. The outcome of Phase I was compound noun lexicon for the laptop and restaurant domain. In Phase II, the outcome was the knowledge base consisting of generic rules, aspect-sentiment pair rules, and an aspect-sentiment pair template. In Phase III, the outcome of the model was the aspect-sentiment pair extractions.
With the usage of rules, the parent-child aspect was identified. Different types of order of arrangements in the extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs were also tackled with the rules. The rules have the template to match the aspects to sentiments in which the aspects or sentiments may appear first and later in the sentence. Additionally, the compound noun lexicon helps to identify more aspects.
In the evaluation, the ASPERC model and its variant, ASPER, can decently perform aspect-sentiment pair extraction with reasonable precision and recall. Better precision and recall were obtained after using compound noun lexicon. The models achieved precision of 72.00% (ASPER) and 76.00% (ASPERC) in the laptop domain and precision of 76.00% (ASPER) and 77.03% (ASPERC) for the restaurant domain. The recall was 78.26% (ASPER) and 84.29% (ASPERC) in the laptop domain and 68.67% (ASPER and ASPERC) in the restaurant domain.
With respect to the objective and evaluation outcome, we highlight two main contributions from this work. First, the optimal number of sentences to train the ASPERC model were identified. For training the model, usually, a higher number of training sentences would result in higher performance. However, to use fewer sentences, as acquiring sentence datasets can be expensive and time consuming, the rules were used as the stopping criteria. The sentences were categorized according to aspect-sentiment pair rules in every iteration of the experiment. Iteration was repeated until there was only a little increase in the number of rules. The number of sentences that corresponds to the number of rules that were not increasing much were taken as the optimal number of sentences. The number helps to determine a reasonable and minimal size of training sentences that will be giving a reasonable precision and recall.
Second, the ASPERC was proposed to improve the aspect and sentiment extraction through rules and compound noun lexicon. This model utilizes rules for discovering both single-word and multi-word aspects. The multi-word aspect, such as the parent-child aspect, was extracted through the rules. The rules were also able to extract the aspect or sentiment, which appears first or later in sentences, using the template matching between aspect and sentiment. Moreover, compound noun lexicon enabled identification of non-noun-noun compound nouns as the aspect. By enhancing aspect identification in aspect-sentiment pair extraction, more aspect words could be obtained. When the aspect can be obtained, its corresponding sentiment can be discovered. Hence, this results in greater extraction of aspect-sentiment pairs. Both the ASPERC and its variant (ASPER) models are able to extract aspect sentiment pairs in a decent performance in precision and recall. The ASPER model contains rules without compound noun lexicon. Even though these rules were trained in the laptop domain and tested in both the laptop and restaurant domain, we can still achieve a reasonable performance. This indicates that the rules are domain independent and can be applied across different domains.
In conclusion, aspect and sentiment pair extraction is beneficial for both customers and business organization. By extracting aspect-sentiment pairs, the opinion in the sentences can be simplified. Individuals can save time by not reading an overwhelming amount of reviews when looking for an opinion towards an item or matter.
As future work, the model can be enhanced by integrating ontology to discover the hierarchy of the aspects in the aspect-sentiment model. Since our approach is already able to extract parent-child aspects and special compound noun aspects, representing them in a hierarchy with associated sentiments can provide a structured detail of products or services opinions. In terms of the semantics of the aspect-sentiment model, this research can further integrate polarity scores for the extracted aspect-sentiment pair. On top of that, the pair can also be linked to a finer grain of sentiment analysis, such as emotions, like anger, happy, sad, etc.
Currently, besides the aspect-sentiment pairs extraction, there is no grouping of an aspect to its category. Grouping different mentions of aspects makes the aspects extracted be less redundant in the extraction's output. 
